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(951) 657-0379

(951) 657-0379

(951) 657-4594

For 24 hour assistance please call (951) 236-7092



Note: Always follow hood manufacture cleaning and maintence  procedures



2) “Never store combustible material beneath the oven, keep this are clear
at all times.”

3

4

gas supply when pressure testing is equal or less than 1/2 PSI.”

never run the oven with doors in place.

5) Duct: As with all commercial cooking equipment, Doughpro recommends 

six
This happens with wood burning ovens.

(951) 657-0379

(951) 657-0379

“Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, service or maintenance can cause 
property damage, injury or death. Read the installation, operation and maintenance 

instruction thoroughly before installing or servicing this equipment.”

Warning:  Always disconnect power cord from electrical outlet before 
servicing any electrical component in this oven.



---------

··CAUTION·· 

DISCONNECT ALL 
POWER SUPPLIES 
BEFORE SERVICING 

WARNING 

ImDroper Installation. adjustment. alteration. 
service or maintenance can Dropertv damage 
Injury or death. read the installation. 
oDeration and maintenance Instructions 
before installing or servicing this eqUipment. 

WARNING 

This appliance is equipped with a three 
pronA pluA for voiur protection aAainst 
shock hazard and should be pluAAed 
into a properlv Arounded receptacle. Do 
not cut or remove the grounding prong 
from this plug. 

LIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS 
To llcaht char qrlll tum knob till red lines 
lined UD. Push knob In and hold In to release 
Aas. Dress IAnitor button to lanlte flame. 
once lit. hold knob for 30 sec to light the 
Dllot. Once Dilot Is lit. tum the knob to the on 
position and the char grill Is ready for 

DOUGHPRO 

20281 Harvill Ave, Perns, CA 92570 

','Il,,\!,/\i a(IU9~lpro com 
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Food Service Equipment ""''""",, MFG: QI1l 4001284 
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1 inch" 
Far install:ation on nun-combustible flljors only. E;~tend non-combustible fll10ring to 30" 
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tt"le Standard for '.,,-entallation Control and Fire Protection Df Corn mer':1.)1 COOking 
Operations, NFPA 96, or with the requirements in me Standard for Exua:;t Hoojs ror 
Comme(C'lal COOKing Equipment; UL 71 U . .A.lternJtively it may,' be (onnecte[1 ',,'Id a UL listed 
transition to 3 Class .A. grease duct constructed to 1994 Uniform ~,:ecr(lniC3.1 COde 
Refe, to manat"C'tures installation instruction fur precaution'), c!ear anee:; and (fIlniiTIUlri 
l'eqUired air tIO"il) required for Imtalla!iOn of tile e;~'aust Mod Ensure compliance local 
building codes. Inspect and clean tr-II?_ o"/en ind flue frequently-under cert.aln l;ondition~ wr 
lJ~e, creosote buildup rn:ly IJccur rapiW:..' 
In5t:~11 and use only in accorda'"rCe ·'i'iiU""1 installation 3nd Clp~r3ting Instructions pru'-1cled witI"J 
trtt un:t 
ContoOlct local blli,Cllng officals or tire offic.I3l::: ,-",llout restricti,:j:1S, instsli:Jlior'i and in:peUlon 
in your arE2i 
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http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRBTU?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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frame
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,coal or gas or

to be covered in a further
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jack

jack

JACK

2200 lbs
10 feet
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or shipped in one piece

jack

jack

jack

jack



and correct pressure is available to the gas box.

10

Installer is responsible to make sure oven is level to the �oor
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jack
forklift

jack

jack

jack



NOTE: ALWAYS FOLLOW HOOD MANUFACTURES CLEANING PROCEDURES

Captive Air...

12

National Accounts
Captive-Aire Systems Inc. 

4641 Paragon Park 
Raleigh NC  27616 

800/334-9256
919/882-5204 fax#
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Transportation 

Take the Oven to the site.

Lift the Upper section from truckusing a

Move the Upper section to kitchen. (Remove 
from pallet and place on it’s side on pallet 
jack if it must go through narrow doorways - 
See previous section - Lifting Positions )

(Remove from pallet and place on its side on pallet  jack if it must go through narrow 
doorways - See previous section - Lifting Positions )
Do NOTremove plywood from top of Base.

Carefully remove the equipment stored
beneath the Base and store in a secure
location (ready for later assembly).

Now lift the Base onto pallet jack. (On it’s 
side if it must go through narrow doorways: 
See previous section - Lifting Positions ) 
Remove legs from oven base to reduce its  
width if necessary.

Carefully move this section of oven to
location
bolts if transported on its side).

Doughpro

13



RND-REC-RGO Manual  

Assembly

The procedure mentioned below uses an “A-Frame” lifting method for assembling the 
oven. Other lifting methods may be used e.g. a fork truck or crane, however the 
following principals still apply. 

Assemble lifting frame in kitchen where space permits. 
(The assembled oven must be able to be moved 
within the kitchen area without obstruction later on the  
pallet jack.)

Utilizing lifting point 3 on previous diagram, lift  the 
top free of the pallet and place on the ground, while
moving the base into position. 

Lift the oven top to such a height to leave a 
clear space underneath of minimum 46 inches to 

top. 
 
(Lift the base of the oven to a horizontal position  

Move base under elevated top section using a lifting 
frame or a stack of narrow pallets, being careful not to 
damage any equipment under the oven; e.g. 
burners, sensors, etc.

You may now remove the protective plywood from the 
top of the base. 

Doughpro
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RND-REC-RGO Manual  

Align the top and base using 
the positioning tabs welded to 
the base, locating the rear tab 

Ensure that the oven 
mouth aligns with the cut-
outs in the base.  

 
 
Place strips of 2 inch   x 1/2 inch ceramic 
insulation wool (supplied)  beneath the top of 
the oven where the top section touches the 
base. 
NOTE:  No wool should come between the 
steel of the top and base.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
Position wool strips so that they 
remain hidden when the two halves 
of the oven are assembled together.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
With the two halves together the oven is 
now ready to have the supplied 2 inch

external surfaces. 
 
 
The “A-frame” can now be dismantled 
and removed. 
 
 
 

 
 

Doughpro
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RND-REC-RGO Manual  

The external surfaces (sides and top) of the oven are then completely covered with 
ceramic insulation wool ( 2 inch Superwool ) using the high temperature Blox Stix glue 
provided. 
 

 
First cut all pieces 

required to cover the sides 
and top using a sharp knife. 

each other with no visible gaps 
to allow heat to escape. 

 
When all pieces are cut, place each 

apply a generous coat of Blox Stix glue 
to the wool as shown using a trowel or 

similar application tool. 
 
 
 

An important area to be aware of is directly in front of the exhaust 
spigot of the oven. If the façade protrudes from the spigot there may 
be an area between the spigot and the façade which is left uncovered 
and vulnerable to soot and grease build up. This area is commonly 

sealed creates a . 
 

 
 

Insulation between spigot 
and façade face 

the area between the exhaust 
spigot and the façade with a 

not enter the façade cavity 

Exhaust Spigot 

Façade face 

Doughpro
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RND-REC-RGO Manual  

1 inch Air Circulation Gap 

If required, fasten the legs to the 

 

place and that all air pockets are removed. The glue will dry in approximately one (1) 
hour depending on ambient conditions. 
 

lifting frame and a pallet jack (or similar).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE:  Fully assembled the oven can be 

NOTE: A 1 inch Air Circulation Gap  is to be left between the ceramic wool 

NOTE: INSTALLER IS RESPONSIBLE TO MAKE SURE OVEN IS PROPERLY LEVEL

this air gap will result in above normal temperatures being transferred to 
exterior surfaces, causing a . 

Doughpro
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key 
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(951) 657-0379

recommended that a wood box be purchased with the 
oven; Doughpro heavy duty stainless steel wood box 
can help you storing the wood that is going to be used 
throughout the day.

Figure 1 Figure 2

If the oven installed is gas �red, an access area must be 
left for access to the gas equipment and to enable the 
ingress of air to the burners. A mesh panel of 16”x16” 
minimum can be incorporated for this ventilation.

Wood box
Access panel Gas box



noitallatsnI slortnoc nevO

Install remote controller in a location no further the 6ft it is up to the customer's discretion to install 
where they want
Depending on the oven configuration the control might a little bit different than the control shown 
below. 
It is up to the installer to make sure digital control is properly secure when installing the oven. 
If digital control needs to be replace or service contact Doughpro 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Install digital controller no further than 6ft from the center of the oven 

 

 

 

 

 

Controller with char grill and spot light configuration 

20

Char grill igniter 
button 

Spot light 
on/off switch 

Controller 
on/off button 



NOTE: GAS TECH SHOULD BRING IN A SINGLE INLET TO SUPPLY GAS SYSTEM AND CHARGRILL

21

Refer to page 21, 22
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as well as granting access to the gas system.

Stainless Steel

3/4”
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RIGHT FLAME COLOR

In order to have a good combustion for your oven, the mixture of air and gas has to be right, the flame 
on either torch or display burner can tell you if the mixture of these two elements is been achieved. 

A yellow flame means that there is not enough air mixing with the gas causing a poor combustion on 
either burner. 

A blue flame means that there is too much air in gas mixture.

Blue color and ½ inch of yellow on the tip means that there is enough air and gas mix together to obtain 
a good combustion. 

All ovens are calibrated to make sure there is a good combustion of oxygen and gas, a gap of .400” is 
set between the venturi and the flat washer and it is properly lock by a hex nut. In cases where the 
amount of air is not enough or is too much, the air shutter and hex nut have to be move up or down; by 
moving the air shutter down the amount of air going through the venturi will increase, by moving the 
air shutter up the amount of air will decrease, make sure locking nut is also adjusted.  

26

0.400" 

air shutter 

locking nut 
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200 °F

jack

(3)
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3 Days

200 °F
down

3

ventilation panel under the oven



Stone Hearth Oven Spare Parts List 
 
The following is a condensed list of suggested spare parts. 
 
We strongly recommend you carry spare parts: The following list is in order of priority 
. Items 1-4 being the most vulnerable. 
 
All these parts are crucial to the ovens operations, electronic parts are particularly 
vulnerable to electrical surges. Your decision to carry spare parts should be based 
upon the cost and inconvenience of the down time.   

 UL Oven Gas Components 

Part Model No. Setting/Rating UL Approval 
Thermocouple 1101169110 Shielded  

Digital Controller 110116997 24V AC UL File No E156876 

Gas Valve Hi/Lo NG 110116910 1/2" NPT Inlet/Outlet AGA Ref No 
112669-0000-000008 

Gas Valve Hi/Lo LPG 110116911 1/2" NPT Inlet/Outlet AGA Ref No 
112-669-0000-000008 

Ignition Gas Control 110116909 24V AC ANSI 221,20 
Tri-Electrode 180° 

(Torch) 110116907   

Tri-Electrode 90° 
(Display) 1101169226   

Transformer 1101169194 115V AC Input 
24V Output 75V A 

UL 1585 
File E33334 

On/Off Selector 
Switch 110116926  Nema 4x Nema 13 

On/Off Mounting 
Collar 110116927  Nema 4x Nema 13 

Pilot Light 110116928 24V/120V Max Nema 4x Nema 13 
Screw Clamp Terminal 110116930   

Light Bulb 110116930   
Gas Valve Brass Ball 110116991 1/2" NPT - 600psi  

Nozzle Burner (Torch) 110116992   
Burner 700cm Display 1101196700   
Burner 500cm Display 1101196500   
Venturi Burner (Long) 110116974   

Chargrill    
Gas Valve 110120515   

Pilot Assembly 110120536   
Thermocouplers 110120510 24" Universal  
Burner Assembly 110120506   
Grill Burner MTG 110120505   

Gas Coupling Bracket 110120509   
    

*Less Essen al Parts are listed on an Exploded View accompanied by part No. 
29

http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR1101169110?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR1101169226?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR1101169194?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116997?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116910?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116911?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116909?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116907?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116926?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116927?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116928?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116930?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116930?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116991?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116992?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116974?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120515?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120536?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120510?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120506?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120505?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120509?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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BURNERS REMOVING INSTRUCTIONS 
 

To remove the torch burner or display burner, the access panel and screws have to be remove, this is the 
only access point to get under the oven. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

REMOVING THE TORCH BURNER: Before removing the torch burner, the power cord from the gas 
box has to be unplug and main gas valve has to be closed, proceed to remove igni on wires from 
the torch burner then loose the two 3/8-16 x 3 1/12 hex bolts one at the me. 

31

Torch Burner 

Display Burner 

Gas Box 

3/8 - 16 x 3 1/2 
Hex bolts 
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Owner
Callout
TORCH BURNER SHOULD BE POSITIONAT 50 DEGREE ANGLE FROM  CENTER OF A BURNER AND LEG.

Owner
Line



 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

REMOVING THE DISPLAY BURNER:  Before removing the display burner, the power cord from the gas 
box has to be unplug and main gas valve has to be closed, proceed to remove igni on wires from 
the display burner then remove all four 3/8-16 x 1.00 hex bolts. 
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BACK SECTION VIEW 

3/8 - 16 x 1.00 
Hex bolt 





















SINGLE GAS BOX
NATURAL GAS PROPANE GAS

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PART NO. PART NO. QTY.
SINGLE GAS BOX (GS100rB) 120 VOLT 120 VOLT

1 GAS BOX WELDING ASSEMBLY 110120301 110120301 1
2 CORD POWER 120 VOLTS 110969174 110969174 1
3 HEYCO STRAIN RELIEF #LFT 1/2” 3231 3231 1
4 SELECTOR SWITCH 110116926 110116926 1
5 PILOT LIGHT COLOR OF LENS GREEN 110116928 110116928 1
6 CONTROL DIGITAL T1611110 1101169191 1
7 LOCK CAM Ø3/4” STRAIGHT STYLE CAM 110116913 110116913 1
8 BASE MOUNTING, PRESSURE SENSITIVE ADHESIVE BACKED 1101169113 1101169113 7
9 WASHER #8 WSAE8 WSAE8 13
10 NUT HEX 8-32 NH832 NH832 4
11 SCREW CLAMP TERMINAL CONTECTION 110116929 110116929 1
12 MOUNTING COLLARS WITH CONTACT BLOCK 110116927 110116927 1
13 LIGHT BULB, 24V, 2W TYPE BAGES 110116930 110116930 1
14 FLANGE ELBOW 1/2” W/SCREW & O-RING 110116995 110116995 1
15 NIPPLE, 1/2” x 6.0” BLACK PIPE THREAD 110116987 110116987 1
16 BRASS BALL VALVE, 1/2” THREAD FEMALE x FEMALE 2 21/64 600 PSI 110116991 110116991 1
17 ELBOW, 1/2” 90 DEGREE BLACK PIPE MALE x FEMALE 110116988 110116988 1
18 GAS VALVE HOLDER 110120323 110120323 2
19 DIN RAIL, LONG 110120321 110120321 1
20 CARRIAGE BOLT, 1/4-20 x ¾ BC142034 BC142034 2
21 WASHER, SAE 1/4” WSAE14 WSAE14 2
22 NUT, HEX 1/4-20 NH1420 NH1420 2
23 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 8-32 x 3/8 STAINLESS STEEL SP83238S SP83238S 9
24 WASHER, #8 INTERNAL TOOTH LOCK WLIT8 WLIT8 6
25 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 8-32 x 5/8 STAINLESS STEEL SP83258S SP83258S 4
26 IGNITION GAS CONTROL, 24 VAC 110116909 110116909 1
27 DIN RAIL, SHORT 110120322 110120322 1
28 BRIDGE, PLUG 2 RED 110116920 110116920 1
29 BRIDGE, PLUG 3 RED 110116922 110116922 1
30 END COVER 110116924 110116924 4
31 TERMINAL BLOCK 110116919 110116919 18
32 WIRE TIE .190W X 4.0" LONG 1101169114 1101169114 11
33 WIRE HARNESS SINGLE GAS BOX RIGHT SIDE 110120331 110120331 1
34 WIRE HARNESS SINGLE GAS BOX LEFT SIDE 110120333 110120333 1
35 EV2 CABLE 110116916 110116916 1
36 TRANSFORMER, 24V DUAL INPUT 1101169194 1101169194 1
37 MD CABLE W/SCREW AND GASKET 110116918 110116918 1
38 THERMOCOUPLE 1101169110 1101169110 1
39 WIRE 3239-16-26-40KV WHITE – 4 FEET 110116999 110116999 3
40 BRIDGE, PLUG 3 RED 110116921 110116921 1
41 NUT, CONDUIT 1/2” NC12 NC12 1
42 EV1 CABLE 110116914 110116914 1
43 VALVE GAS COMB HI/LO 110116910 110116911 1
44 PLUG, BUTTON 7/8 IN. MPP90006 MPP90006 1
45 FLEX CONNECTOR 1101169234 1101169234 1
46 CONDUIT 1/2 LIQUID TIGHT CWT12 CWT12 1
47 CONDUIT CLIP 1101169235 1101169235 3
48 SLEEVE HIGH TEMPERATURE 110116931 110116931 3
49 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 10-32 x 5/8 SP103258 SP103258 2
50 5/16 FLAT WASHER WSAE516 WSAE516 6
51 1/4-20 SERRATED HEX NUT NH51618 NH51618 6
52 5/16-18X1.0 HEX HEAD SCREW BH516181 BH516181 6
53 3/8-16 X 1, BOLT HEX BH38161 BH38161 4
54 3/8 FLAT WASHER WSAE38 WSAE38 4
55 3/8-16 HEX NUT NH3816 NH3816 4
56 GAS BOX MTG. CHASSIS 1101169251 1101169251 1

                   GS100

http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR1101169191?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR1101169251?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120301?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110120301?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110969174?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116929?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116929?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116927?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116927?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR110116930?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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Oven Electrical Info 

Diagrams are located on the oven and are also available in your oven's installation and operation 
manual.  

Electrical Code Limitations 

ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: This appliance must be electrically grounded in accordance with 
local codes, or in the absence of local codes, with the National Electrical code, ANSI/ NFPA 70 or 
the Canadian Electrical Code, CSA C22.1 as applicable. 

WARNING Electrical Grounding Instructions: This appliance is equipped with a three prong 
(grounding) plug for your protection against shock hazard and should be plugged directly into a 
properly grounded three-prong receptacle. DO NOT cut or remove the grounding prong from this 
plug. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Warning: Always disconnect power cord from electrical outlet before 
servicing any electrical component in this oven.

Wire diagram 

Warning: Improper installa on, adjustment, altera on, service  or maintenance 
can cause property damage, injury or death. Read the installa on, opera ng and 
maintenance instruc ons thoroughly before installing or servicing this equipment. 
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DOUBLE GAS BOX
NATURAL GAS PROPANE GAS

ITEM # DESCRIPTION PART NO. PART NO. QTY.
  DOUBLE GAS BOX 120 VOLT 120 VOLT

1 GAS BOX WELDING ASSEMBLY 110120301 110120301 1
2 CORD POWER 120 VOLTS 110969174 110969174 1
3 HEYCO STRAIN RELIEF #LFT 1/2” 3231 3231 1
4 SELECTOR SWITCH 110116926 110116926 1
5 PILOT LIGHT COLOR OF LENS GREEN 110116928 110116928 2
6 CONTROL DIGITAL T1611110 1101169191 1
7 LOCK CAM Ø3/4” STRAIGHT STYLE CAM 110116913 110116913 1
8 BASE MOUNTING 1101169113 1101169113 11
9 WASHER #8 WSAE8 WSAE8 11

10 NUT HEX 8-32 NH832 NH832 5
11 SCREW CLAMP TERMINAL CONTECTION 110116929 110116929 1
12 MOUNTING COLLARS WITH CONTACT BLOCK 110116927 110116927 2
13 LIGHT BULB, 24V, 2W TYPE BAGES 110116930 110116930 2
14 FLANGE ELBOW 1/2” W/SCREW & O-RING 110116995 110116995 2
15 NIPPLE, 1/2” x 6.0” BLACK PIPE THREAD 110116987 110116987 2
16 BRASS BALL VALVE, 1/2” THREAD FEMALE x FEMALE 2 21/64 600 PSI 110116991 110116991 2
17 ELBOW, 1/2” 90 DEGREE BLACK PIPE MALE x FEMALE 110116988 110116988 2
18 GAS VALVE HOLDER 110120323 110120323 4
19 DIN RAIL, LONG 110120321 110120321 1
20 CARRIAGE BOLT, 1/4-20 x ¾ BC142034 BC142034 4
21 WASHER, SAE 1/4” WSAE14 WSAE14 4
22 NUT, HEX 1/4-20 NH1420 NH1420 4
23 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 8-32 x 3/8 STAINLESS STEEL SP83238S SP83238S 11
24 WASHER, #8 INTERNAL TOOTH LOCK WLIT8 WLIT8 4
25 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 8-32 x 5/8 STAINLESS STEEL SP83258S SP83258S 4
26 IGNITION GAS CONTROL, 24 VAC 110116909 110116909 2
27 DIN RAIL, SHORT 110120322 110120322 1
28 BRIDGE, PLUG 5 RED 110116923 110116923 1
29 BRIDGE, PLUG 3 RED 110116922 110116922 4
30 END COVER 110116924 110116924 4
31 TERMINAL BLOCK 110116919 110116919 25
32 WIRE TIE .190W x 4.0” LONG 1101169114 1101169114 11
33 WIRE HARNESS DOUBLE GAS BOX RIGHT SIDE 110120332 110120332 1
34 WIRE HARNESS DOUBLE GAS BOX LEFT SIDE 110120334 110120334 1
35 EV2 CABLE 110116916 110116916 2
36 TRANSFORMER, 24V DUAL INPUT 1101169194 1101169194 1
37 MD CABLE W/SCREW AND GASKET 110116918 110116918 2
38 THERMOCOUPLE, STONE HEARTH OVENS 1101169110 1101169110 1
39 WIRE 3239-16-26-40KV WHITE – 4 FEET 110116999 110116999 3
40 WIRE 3239-16-26-40KV WHITE – 6 FEET 110116999 110116999 3
41 NUT, CONDUIT 1/2” NC12 NC12 1
42 EV1 CABLE 110116914 110116914 2
43 VALVE GAS COMB HI/LO 110116910 110116911 2
45 FLEX CONNECTOR 1101169234 1101169234 1
46 CONDUIT 1/2 LIQUID TIGHT CWT12 CWT12 1
47 CONDUIT CLIP 1101169235 1101169235 3
48 SLEEVE HIGH TEMPERATURE 110116931 110116931 6
49 SCREW, PHIL. PAN HEAD 10-32 x 5/8 SP103258 SP103258 2
50 5/16 FLAT WASHER WSAE516 WSAE516 6
51 1/4-20 SERRATED HEX NUT NH51618 NH51618 6
52 5/16-18X1.0 HEX HEAD SCREW BH516181 BH516181 6
53 3/8-16 X 1, BOLT HEX BH38161 BH38161 4
54 3/8 FLAT WASHER WSAE38 WSAE38 4
55 3/8-16 HEX NUT NH3816 NH3816 4
56 GAS BOX MTG. CHASSIS 1101169251 1101169251 1
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http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNH3816?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNH3816?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRWSAE8?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRWSAE8?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNH832?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNH832?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRWLIT8?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRWLIT8?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRCWT12?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRCWT12?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR3231?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR3231?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNC12?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRNC12?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf






Controller Con�guration
Gas Oven details
Wood Oven Details
Coal Oven Details
Char-grill Details

(951) 657-0379

(951) 657-4594
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20281 Harvill Avenue

Perris, CA 92570
(800) 624 - 6717

Fax (951) 657 - 4594
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Controller Configuration Instructions 

1. Press  POWER to turn on the controller. 
 

2.  While holding SET press the   
ARROW   or  ARROW   to reach  
desired temperature. 
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Indicates temperature of 
oven deck

Press to adjust temperature 
up or down

http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPR624?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf


 
20281 Harvill Avenue

Perris, CA 92570
(800) 624 ‐ 6717

Fax (951) 657 ‐ 4594
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

3. Holding ARROW  and ARROW    
simultaneously for 5 seconds allows you to 
access the main menu,  10 seconds of idle 
time will exit this menu. 
 

4.  To Browse the menu, Press ARROW  
 
- 1. Off Set 
- 2. Alarm 
- 3. Mode 1 = Gas Oven 
       Mode2 = Solid Fuel 
- 4. Degree F °  or C ° 
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20281 Harvill Avenue

Perris, CA 92570
(800) 624 - 6717

Fax (951) 657 - 4594
_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

-1u:L1  = Burner 1, Under set point, Lo 
output, 1=on shows: Torch burner on HI 
below set point, totally off above set point 
point. 
 
-1u:H1 = Burner 1, Under set point, Hi 
output, 1 = on 
 
-1o:L0 = Burner 1, Over set point, Lo 
output, 0 = off 
 
-1o:H0 = Burner 1, Over set point, Hi 
output, 0 = off 
 
-2uL1 = Burner 2, Under set point, Lo 
output 1= on shows: Display burner on HI 
below set point, on LO above set point. 
 
-2u:H1 = Burner 2, Under set point, Hi 
output, 1 = on 
 
-2o:L1 = Burner 2 , Over set point, Lo 
output, 1 = on 
 
-2o:H0 = Burner 2, Over set point, Hi 
output, 0 = off 

TO REPLACE OR SERVICE CONTACT DOUGHPRO 1-800-624-6717
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Gas Ovens 
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57,000 - 152,000 BTU’s
and model purchased.

http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRBTU?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
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Wood Ovens 
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TYPES OF WOOD RECOMMENDED TO USE ON A WOOD FIRE OVEN 

 

Used solid wood fuel only DO NOT USE products not specified for use with this oven 
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Wood Type  Heat  Lbs/Cord  Lighting  Coaling  Sparks  Fragrance  
Alder  Med-Low  2500  Fair  Good  Moderate  Slight  
Apple  High-Med  4400  Fair  Excellent  Few  Excellent  
Ash  High  3500  Fairly Difficult  Good-Excellent  Few  Slight  
Beech  High  3800  Difficult  Excellent  Few  Good  
Birch (white)  Medium  3000  Easy  Good  Moderate  Slight  
Cherry  Medium  2000  Fair  Excellent  Few  Excellent  
Elm  High  2300  Very Difficult  Good  Very Few  Fair  
Hickory  Very High  4200  Fairly Difficult  Excellent  Moderate  Excellent  
Maple (red)  High-Med  3200  Fairly Difficult  Excellent  Few  Good  
Maple (sugar)  High  3700  Difficult  Excellent  Few  Good  
Mesquite  Very High   Very Difficult  Excellent  Many  Excellent  
Oak (live)  Very High  4600  Very Difficult  Excellent  Few  Fair  
Oak (red)  High  3700  Difficult  Excellent  Few  Fair  
Oak (white)  Very High  4200  Fairly Difficult  Excellent  Few  Fair  
Pecan  High   Fair  Good  Few  Good  



Wood only   
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wood storage and ash disposal: It is highly recommended that a wood box be purchased with the 
oven; Doughpro heavy duty stainless steel wood box can help you storing the wood that is going to 
be use throughout the day, the majority of the wood should be store outside the main building; it 
needs to be covered to stay dry. After burning the wood, the ash has to be dispose properly, clean 
the oven with a long handled brush and retrieve the ashes from the oven with long handled shovel, 
it is highly recommended that an ash dolly be purchase with the oven to avoid dumpster fires.  

Ventilation: Doughpro recommends that wood ovens, or any using solid fuel including coal, need 
to be vented independently of other pieces of cooking equipment. 

Note: Always follow hood manufactures cleaning and maintenance procedures. 

Cleaning: Doughpro recommends cleaning the oven duct regularity to prevent any hood or duct 
fire.

Operation:

CAUTION: Never use gasoline, kerosene, charcoal lighter fluid, or similar liquids to start or 
freshen a fire in this oven. 
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Stainless steel wood box 
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COAL OVENS 
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Ash Box 

Fan 

Fan speed control 
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REMOVING ASH BOX  

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

It is recommended to empty the ash box at the start of the following work day once that all the 
ambers and cinder have thoroughly cooled. Unlatch ash box from upper section and roll out ash 
box away from the oven to properly dispose ashes. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When installing the ash box back to the oven, it is very important to latch the bottom section of 
the box with the upper section, so there is not gap in between. 

 

 

Ash Box 

 

Latches 





Char-grill 

pressing the ignitor button.
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Char-grill Operation  

It is necessary to develop a consistent and simple temperature management plan for cooking on 
your char-grill. This plan should be based on the most appropriate grill temperatures for your 
products. We have outlined the basic steps below to begin operating your char-grill. 

• To light char-grill turn knob till both red lines line up. 
• push knob in and hold in to release gas, press ignitor button to ignite the flame 
• once lit hold knob in for 30 seconds to lit the pilot 
• once pilot is lit turn the knob to the on position. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Knob 

Igniter button
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OVEN GRATES: Doughpro recommends cleaning the grates before the oven is going to be use on 
the next day, this way the grates have completely cool down during the night when the oven is not 
in use. Remove grates from char grill and clean using a sharp wire brush. 

Never take a hot grate and put it in water, this will degrade the life of the grate.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cast Iron Grates
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10 year

BI-

BI-
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CARE AND CLEANING 

OVEN FLOOR: Doughpro recommends brushing food par cles and fire debris from the oven floor 
using Doughpro long handled floor brush or any other wire brush with a long handle. Never scrape 
oven floor with metal tools having sharp edges and corners. If necessary use a wet rag around the 
brush head and use it to wipe the floor. 

OVEN COAL GRATES: Doughpro recommends cleaning the coal great at least once a month or as 
necessary. Never use water inside the oven to put out the coal. Before removing the coal grate 
make sure all the coal have completely burned out, use Doughpro long handled coal shovel to 
remove all the ashes from the oven. Ashes must not be poured into buckets made from 
combus ble material. Remove coal grate from the oven and clean using a sharp wire brush. 

STAINLESS STEEL SURFACES: Clean stainless steel faces with soapy water using a so , clean cloth, 
other parts such as door plugs, oven tools and door extensions must be clean the same way.  
Never use harsh abrasive metal scouring pads, use only non-abrasive scouring pads when 
required. 
 
DUCT: As with all commercial cooking equipment Doughpro recommends cleaning the oven duct 
regularity to prevent any hood or duct fire. 
 
DOOR PLUG(S):  The door plugs are used to retain the heat while the oven is not in use, door 
plug(s) can be installing during the night to retain the heat. 
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OVEN VENTING RECOMMENDATIONS

When installing a Doughpro oven there are some basic guidelines to follow with regards to oven ven ng 
that will help ensure proper opera on and performance of the gas burners on the oven. These guidelines 
will also help prevent damage to the oven gas and electrical components due to improper ven ng and 
installa on. 

Note: Damage caused by improper ven ng and installa on is not covered by the oven Warranty

Most Doughpro ovens are built in to some sort of wall structure or enclosure. 
This creates the potential for different venting scenarios that can be detrimental to the operation and 
performance of the oven burners. Here are some basic rules that to follow that will ensure a 
properly functioning oven installation. Illustrated examples are included below 

Guide line 1: The only pathway for air to enter the space beneath the oven should be at the front of 
the oven through the louvered access panel 

The only pathway for air to enter the space beneath the oven should be at the front of the oven at the 
perforated opening in the oven service panel provided with the oven, or on ovens equipped with an 
optional storage box, through the perforations provided on the oven storage box. This will eliminate 
the chance of air movement or cross drafts beneath the oven that can disrupt the oven burners. 

Guide line 2: Never block the flow of air through the front access panel, a good airflow is 
necessary for a good combustion to help ensure proper operation and performance of the gas 
burners on the oven. 

Do Not block the flow of air through the front service panel. It is required to provide necessary 
combustion air to the oven burners. Airflow and service access must be provided from the front of 
the oven only at this service panel. Do not relocate the oven air intake. See guide line1. 

Guide line 3: 

To ensure proper venting of the oven, you must use an appropriate exhaust fan as described in this 
manual. There must also be an adequate source of make-up air provided to your kitchen space, 
(room that the oven opens to). The make-up air supply should not point directly at the oven. Other 
than the oven service panel, do not provide make-up air or other ventilation into an enclosure that 
surrounds the oven. See Rule 1. Without proper make-up air the oven, (or any gas equipment) will 
not vent and operate correctly.  
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ACCESS PANELS: 

Care must be taken to avoid covering any of the critical access or service 
points. Access service panels are offered in all Doughpro ovens and are easily removable by 
removing eight Phillips screws.

 

 

Burners can be access by removing the access panel and screws in the front of the oven 
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Stainless steel 
access panel 

 



 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 and 2 show adequate venting; the oven is completely sealed so the only airs entering the 
space beneath the oven come through the louvered access panel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

ADEQUATE VENTING (FIGURE 2 FRONT VIEW) 
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Exhaust flow direction 

Equal air pressure 

Stud wall 

Facade 

Access Panel 

Air intake area 

Air Flow 

Removable access panel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNADEQUATE VENTING (FIGURE 3 SIDE VIEW) 

Figure 3 and 4 Shows access panel being blocked, this will result in a poor combustion since air is 
not reaching the oven burners. The burners will not function properly and electrical components 
could be damaged due to improper venting. 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNADEQUTE VENTING (FIGURE 4 FRONT VIEW) 
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Exhaust flow direction 

Facade surface 

Air Flow 

Never block 
louvered access 

panel 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNADEQUATE VENTING (FIGURE 5 SIDE VIEW) 

FIGURE 5 shows an added vent added to the wall behind the oven intended to increase air supply; 
this extra vent will create air movement beneath the oven and disrupt the opera on of the oven 
burners. The airflow beneath the oven is altered as air moves from normal to low pressure. This 
air movement can be so severe as to cause the exhaust air to be pulled backwards through oven 
burners, leading to heat damage of oven electrical components. 
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Exhaust air flow 
reversed 

Exhaust air flow is 
pulled backwards 

through oven 
burners 

Added vent 

Air flow 
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pressure 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

UNADEQUATE VENTING (FIGURE 6 SIDE VIEW) 

Figure 6 show the enclosure surrounding the oven is open to the a c space above the ceiling. 
Combus on air is diverted from oven burners because room is open to a low pressure area. This 
can cause a downdra  situa on beneath the oven as the exhaust air is pulled backwards through 
oven burners, leading to damage of oven electrical components.   
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Exhaust air is pulled 
backwards through 

oven burners 

Air Flow 

Air Flow 

ceiling 

Low pressure area Exhaust flow 
direction reversed 



 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ADEQUATE VENTING (FIGURE 7 SIDE VIEW)
Figure 7 shows the addition of an oven room ceiling isolates the oven from low pressure areas thus 
equalizing air pressure and allowing normal airflow to the oven burners. 
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Air Flow 

Air Flow Low pressure area 

Addition of an oven room ceiling 
isolates the oven from low pressure 
area thus equalizing air pressure and 

allowing normal air flow 

Ceiling 
Equal air pressure 



Oven Installation Clearance 

WARNING: DO NOT PACK THE REQUIRED AIR SPACE WITH INSULATION OR 
OTHER COMBUSTIBLE MATERIALS.  

• Doughpro ovens must have a minimum 1'’clearance to combustibles from all sides, and 14" 
clearance to combustibles from the top (see figures below). Any construction above and/or 6” to 
either side of the door must be non-combustible. If building a facade that will contact the oven, use 
completely non-combustible materials. Please note that standard dry-wall (or sheet rock) is 
considered a combustible. Any openings between the enclosure and the oven should be sealed 
using non-combustible building materials. 

• Install this oven on a non-combustible floor surface which extends at least 36 inches in front of, and 
30 inches to either side of the doorway opening. 
  

• Any combustibles within 3 feet of the oven doorway should be protected in a manner acceptable to 
the authority having jurisdiction.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

15” 
1" side clearance to 

combustible construction 

Install only on a non combus ble floor 
surface which extends 26" in front of 
30" either side of the doorway open 
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Appliance #1 Appliance #2 



mild steel.
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(951) 657-0379

(951) 657-4594

2 “
Including covering spigot (exhuast) with 1” insulation.



Gas valves pressure adjustment. 

Gas valves are located inside the gas box system, use the key provided with the gas box to open the 
front panel to gain access to the gas valves.

Any pressure adjustment to the gas valves has to be performed by a experience or certified gas 
technician. 

NOTE: For your safety individual shut off valve must be disconnected from gas supply when 
pressure testing is equal or less than ½ PSI.
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Warranty & Return Policy 
STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION warrants all products manufactured by it against defects in workmanship or 
materials from the date of purchase for a period of (1) year on parts and labor. This warranty applies to only equipment purchased 
and used in the United States. Warranty period shall begin when equipment ships and will not exceed 90 days past the 
original shipment date.  Warranty travel shall only be covered for 60 miles.  
 

 

ALL WARRANTY SERVICE CALLS MUST BE APPROVED BY DOUGHPRO. IF THIS PROCEDURE IS NOT FOLLOWED, 
WARRANTY SERVICE WILL NOT BE COVERED. 

Exclusions: 
1. WOOD / GAS FIRED OVENS: STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION warranty applies to the main body of the 
oven being steel / refractory and insulation shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of four years from the 
date of purchase. The gas equipment shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one (1) year 
from the date of purchase. This warranty excludes the tandoori and home oven.  Lifetime warranty against cracks on oven floor. 
2. TANDOORI & HOME OVENS: STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION warrants the Tandoori & Home Oven 
including gas equipment shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one (1) year from the date of purchase. 
3. Air compressors are excluded from this warranty, but STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION may act as a 
warranty expeditor in certain instances regarding these compressors. The air compressor manufacturer provides a limited warranty 
and a copy of this warranty is furnished with all compressors sold by STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. For 
prompt handling of compressor warranty claims the instructions of the compressor manufacturer must be adhered to. 
4. Equipment built to special order as well as accessories are not returnable unless defective within the terms of this warranty. 
5. In no event shall STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION be liable for consequential damages arising out of 
the failure of any of its products if operated improperly or caused by normal wear or damage by operator abuse. 
6. BC2325 pedestal warranty disclaimer: Pedestals shall only be covered under warranty if they have been cleaned using the factory 
approved cleaning method. cracked or damaged pedestals must be inspected by the factory before warranty is authorized. 
 

Returned Merchandise Policy: 
Should it become necessary to return any of the company’s products, the following instructions must be adhered to: First, 
contact our customer service department for approval and a return authorization number. Please have the serial number 
of your item available at that time. All merchandise must be shipped freight prepaid by customer or service agency. 
Subject to the inspection of the product by the company, a restocking charge of 20% of the Net purchased price paid to 
STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION will be assessed. Merchandise may not be returned for credit without prior 
written approval of STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. Collect shipments will not be accepted. No returns after 
60 days of original shipment date on machines. Purchased parts may not be returned after 30 days. 
If upon inspection by STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION or its authorized agent it is determined the equipment 
has not been used in an appropriate manner, has been modified, or has not been properly maintained, or has been subject to misuse, 
misapplication, neglect, abuse, accident, unauthorized modification, damage during transit, delivery, fire, flood, act or war, 
riot or act of God, then this warranty shall be deemed null and void. 
 
Terms & Conditions: 
1. Prices indicated in the PRICE LIST are suggested retail prices and are shown in U.S. DOLLARS. 
2. Terms of Payment: 1% 10 days, NET 30 days. 
3. NEW ACCOUNTS: Satisfactory credit information must be provided before open account status can be extended. 
Unless agreed otherwise, all shipments will be made C.O.D., CASH IN ADVANCE. 
4. PRICING: Prices, specifications, model numbers, capacities and accessories are subject to change without notice. 
5. FREIGHT / ROUTING: Method of shipment will be determined by STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION unless 
otherwise 
advised by PURCHASER. 
6. DAMAGED CLAIMS: All merchandise shipped at purchaser’s risk. Inspection must be made by purchaser at time 
goods are received. If goods are damaged, the PURCHASER shall request that the agent of the transportation 
company make a written notation on the proper shipping documents immediately and then file a claim for damage. 
GOODS DAMAGED IN SHIPMENT ARE NOT RETURNABLE. 
7. RETURNS: Machines may not be returned after 60 days. Purchased parts may not be returned after 30 days. A 
restocking fee of 20% will be assessed on non-warranty returns. 
8. TAXES: Prices indicated herein DO NOT include State, Federal, Local or foreign taxes or duties, nor do they include 
fees, permits, insurance or other levies, all of which are the responsibility of the purchaser. 
9. All orders are subject to acceptance by STEARNS PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION. 
10. Possession of this price list shall not be considered an offer to sell. 

http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRBC2325?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf
http://www.partstown.com/doughpro-proluxe/DPRLABOR?pt-manual=DPR-DPO_spm.pdf

